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Abstract. In this paper we discuss the emergence of topological structures

through the critical points and level sets of solutions to elliptic PDEs. First,
we analyze the local and global properties of the critical points of Green’s func-

tions on complete Riemannian manifolds, showing that the number of critical
points on a surface of finite type admits a topological upper bound, a property

that does not hold in higher dimensions. Second, we introduce two technical

tools, Thom’s isotopy theorem and a Runge-type global approximation theo-
rem, which will allow us to construct solutions to a wide range of elliptic PDEs

with level sets of complicated (sometimes bizarre) topologies. The model el-

liptic equation that we consider to illustrate the power of these techniques is
the Helmholtz equation (monochromatic waves). These ideas are used in two

seemingly unrelated applications: a 2001 conjecture of Sir Michael Berry about

the existence of Schrödinger operators in Euclidean space with eigenfunctions
having nodal lines of arbitrary knot type, and the construction of bounded

solutions to the Allen-Cahn equation with level sets of any compact topology.

The aim of these notes is not to provide detailed proofs of all the stated results
but to introduce the main ideas and methods behind certain selected topics in

the study of topological structures in PDEs. This is the set of lecture notes
the second named author gave at the CIME Summer School held in Cetraro

(Italy) during June 2017.
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1. Introduction: emergence of topological structures in elliptic
PDEs

The study of critical points and level sets of solutions to an elliptic PDE is a ma-
jor topic in partial differential equations and geometric analysis, with connections
that range from geometric measure theory to harmonic analysis and purely topo-
logical aspects. Among the qualitative features of solutions to elliptic PDEs there
are two aspects that have received considerable attention: symmetry in overdeter-
mined boundary problems and convexity and starshapedness of the level sets of the
solutions.

The origin of this kind of questions goes back to electrostatics and potential
theory. There the key object is the electric potential, which is a scalar function
satisfying the Poisson equation

∆u = f

in a domain Ω ⊆ R3, where the function f describes the electric charge density. The
level sets u−1(c) are called equipotential surfaces and the critical points {x ∈ Ω :
∇u(x) = 0} are the equilibrium points of the electric field. If the domain Ω is not the
whole space, boundary conditions need to be imposed (typically, in electrostatics
one prescribes the value of the potential u on ∂Ω and suitable decay conditions at
infinity). An analogous problem arises in the Newtonian theory of gravity, with u
playing the role of the gravitational potential and the function f (which would now
be nonpositive) describing the mass density.

It is remarkable that the study of the geometric and topological properties of the
level sets and critical points of the electrostatic potential was actually pioneered
by Faraday and Maxwell in the XIX century. In this setting, the topology of the
level sets of the electrostatic or gravitational potential is related to the “shape” of
conducting or self-gravitating surfaces in equilibrium. The relevance for studying
these objects of Faraday’s lines of force, which are simply the integral curves of
the gradient vector field −∇u, was unveiled in Maxwell’s celebrated treatise [30],
where they led to the first hints of what is nowadays known as Morse theory, which
was introduced in order to study the number and location of critical (equilibrium)
points of the field.

In this article we will be concerned with the number of critical points and the
emergence of topological structures through the level sets of solutions to elliptic
PDEs, focusing on solutions to linear equations or nonlinear equations in the linear
regime, and on complex-valued eigenfunctions of Schrd̈inger-type operators. To
present the questions that will be discussed in these notes, let us start with the
most elementary context that one can consider: a harmonic function u in the
Euclidean space Rn:

∆u = 0 .

A level set u−1(c) is regular if the gradient ∇u does not vanish at any point
of u−1(c). It follows from the implicit function theorem that each connected com-
ponent of a regular level set is an orientable codimension one C∞ (actually Cω)
submanifold of Rn without boundary. Moreover, an easy argument using the max-
imum principle implies that all these connected components must be noncompact.
Apart from these properties, until very recently there were no results on the ad-
missible topological types of the level sets of a harmonic function. For instance,
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Figure 1. A torus of genus g = 3 and N = 3 ends.

Figure 2. From the left to the right, an infinite jungle gym and
a torus of infinite genus.

in dimension n = 3 it is easy to construct explicit harmonic functions having level
sets with a connected component diffeomorphic to elementary surfaces such as the
plane or the cylinder, but it is an entirely different matter to ascertain whether
there can be more complicated surfaces, as in the following:

Question 1. Is there a harmonic function u in R3 such that u−1(0) has a connected
component diffeomorphic to the genus g torus with N ends? (cf. Figure 1).

Question 2. Is there a harmonic function u in R3 such that u−1(0) has a connected
component diffeomorphic to the torus of infinite genus or to the infinite jungle gym?
(cf. Figure 2).

One can also consider the transverse intersection of the zero sets of m > 2
harmonic functions. Unlike a single level set, these intersections can be compact.
Here one would be interested in sets diffeomorphic to pathological objects as in the
following

Question 3. Let Σ be an exotic sphere of dimension 7, so that Σ is a smooth
manifold homeomorphic to the standard 7-sphere S7 but not diffeomorphic to it.
It is known that Σ can be smoothly embedded in R14. Are there seven harmonic
functions u1, . . . , u7 on R14 such that the exotic sphere Σ is diffeomorphic to a
component of the joint level set u−1

1 (0) ∩ · · · ∩ u−1
7 (0)?

These questions illustrate the main problem that we shall address in these notes:
do there exist solutions to an elliptic PDE with level sets of prescribed topology?.
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The theory dealing with this kind of questions was first introduced by the authors
in [17] and [19] to study, respectively, the vortex lines of stationary solutions of
inviscid, incompressible fluids, and the level sets of harmonic functions. In order
to avoid the technical difficulties that are present in the study of the level sets of
harmonic functions due to their noncompactness, in this paper we shall focus on
the study of compact level sets of solutions to the Helmholtz equation

∆u+ u = 0

in Rn, and related equations. For completeness, we will mention that, surprisingly
enough, the answer to all questions stated above regarding harmonic functions turns
out to be positive [19].

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will start by studying the
critical points of Green’s functions on complete manifolds, where we we will prove
a topological upper bound for the number of critical points on surfaces, and that
this property does not hold in higher dimensions. The next sections will be devoted
to the topology of level sets. In section 3 we will present the general strategy in-
troduced in [17] and [19] to approach this kind of problems, and we shall introduce
two technical tools that are key for this strategy, Thom’s isotopy theorem and a
Runge-type global approximation theorem. In Section 4, these techniques will be
applied to construct monochromatic waves (i.e. solutions to Helmholtz equation)
in Rn with prescribed compact level sets. Since the Helmholtz equation models, as
a rescaled limit, a wide range of phenomena in spectral theory and nonlinear PDEs,
we will present two nontrivial applications of the previous results. First, in Sec-
tion 5, we will construct complex-valued high-energy eigenfunctions of Schrödinger
operators in R3 with nodal sets of arbitrary knot type. Second, in Section 6 we will
consider level sets for nonlinear equations close to the linear regime, illustrating the
ideas with the Allen–Cahn equation.

2. Critical points of Green’s functions on complete manifolds

The study of the topology of the level sets of a function u is intimately connected
with that of its critical points, that is, with the locus where its gradient∇u vanishes.
Indeed, it is well known that the critical values of u (i.e., the values that u takes
at its critical points) are those at which the compact regular level sets u−1(c) can
change its topology. Essentially, the reason for this is that if the level set u−1(c) is
compact for all c1 6 c 6 c2 and u does not have any critical values in the interval
[c1, c2], the vector field X := ∇u/|∇u|2 is well defined in this set and satisfies

X · ∇u = 1 ,

so its time t flow maps u−1(c1) onto u−1(c1 + t) for all 0 < t < c2 − c1.

To illustrate the study of the critical points of solutions to an elliptic PDE,
we will consider the case of the Green’s function G (with pole y) of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator of a noncompact n-dimensional manifold M endowed with a
Riemannian metric g. An important difficulty in the study of critical points lies
in the fact that Green’s function estimates are not sufficiently fine to elucidate
whether the gradient of G vanishes in a certain region. Moreover, it is well known
that the codimension of the critical set of G is at least 2 [26], which introduces
additional complications in the analysis. For these reasons, the results on critical
points of Green’s functions are surprisingly scarce. All along this section Cr(f)
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denotes the critical set of a function f , and we shall denote by ∆g, ∇g, | · |g and
distg, respectively, the Laplacian, gradient operator, norm and distance function in
(M, g),

2.1. Li-Tam Green’s functions. As is usual in the literature, we will assume
that the Green’s function satisfies certain convenient conditions at infinity in order
to control some global properties of its level sets; in particular, a standard choice
is to restrict one’s attention to the minimal Green’s function whenever it exists.
More generally, we shall assume in what follows that the Green’s function has been
obtained through an exhaustion procedure as in Li and Tam’s paper [29].

Let us summarize the main facts about Li–Tam Green’s functions. We will
henceforth denote by GΩ : (Ω × Ω)\ diag(Ω × Ω) → R the symmetric Dirichlet
Green’s function of a bounded domain Ω ⊂M , which is defined by

(2.1) ∆gGΩ(·, y) = −δy in Ω , GΩ(·, y) = 0 on ∂Ω ,

and set GΩ := GΩ(·, y). Denoting by Ω1 ⊂ Ω2 ⊂ · · · an exhaustion of M by
bounded domains, it was proved in [29] that there exists a sequence of nonnegative
real numbers (aj)

∞
j=1 such that GΩj

− aj converges uniformly on compact sets of
M\{y} to a Green’s function G with pole y, and that it coincides with the minimal
one whenever the latter exists. We will refer to the class of Green’s functions
that arise through this procedure as Li–Tam Green’s functions. Li–Tam Green’s
functions are generally non-unique, but in any case a Li–Tam Green’s function has
the following properties:

(i) G is decreasing in the sense that

sup
M\Bg(y,r)

G = max
∂Bg(y,r)

G

for all r > 0, Bg(y, r) being the geodesic ball centered at the pole y of
radius r.

(ii) G is a symmetric function, that is, G(x, y) = G(y, x).

2.2. A topological upper bound on surfaces. In [18] we proved that any Li-
Tam Green’s function of a noncompact surface M of finite type has a finite number
of critical points depending only on the topology of the surface. We recall that a
surface is of finite type if its first Betti number b1(M) is finite. These surfaces can
be described with two numbers: their genus ν and their number of ends λ, in which
case b1(M) = 2ν + λ− 1.

Theorem 2.1. Let (M, g) be a smooth noncompact Riemannian surface of finite
type. The number of critical points of any Li–Tam Green’s function G on M is
bounded as

|Cr(G)| 6 b1(M) = 2ν + λ− 1 ,

and if this upper bound is attained then G is Morse.

The proof of this theorem is based on an index-theoretical argument that com-
bines a local analysis and a global one. The local part consists of the calculation of
the Hopf index of a critical point of the Green’s function using a blow-up technique.
The global part exploits the conformal symmetry of the equation to show that the
critical set of G is finite and analyze the asymptotic behavior of the Green’s function
in each end of the surface.
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Let us begin with the following local lemma, where we estimate the index that
a critical point of G can have. This result is contained in [2], and is analogous to
Cheng’s local analysis of the nodal set of the eigenfunctions on a surface [7], however
the proof we present below relies on arguments that are typical in the study of the
integral curves of a vector field (blow-up, hyperbolicity and Bendixson theorem).

Lemma 2.2. Let z ∈ M be a critical point of the Green’s function G, and call
m > 2 the degree of the lowest nonzero homogeneous term in the Taylor expansion
of G−G(z) at z. Then z is an isolated zero of ∇gG and its index is ind(z) = 1−m.

Proof. The result being local, we will prove it in local coordinates (x1, x2). In this
coordinate chart the metric tensor reads as a smooth matrix-valued function gij ,
and we can safely assume that z = 0 and that gij(0) = δij . The Green’s function
G satisfies an equation of the form gij∂i∂jG + bi∂iG = 0 in a neighborhood of 0,
where gij is the inverse matrix of gij and the explicit expression of bi in terms of g
is not relevant for our purposes.

The unique continuation theorem implies that the function G − G(0) can van-
ish only up to finite order at 0, so m is necessarily finite. Then there exists a
homogeneous polynomial hm of degree m such that

G(x)−G(0) = hm(x) +O(|x|m+1) ,(2.2a)

∇gG(x) = ∇hm(x) +O(|x|m) .(2.2b)

Furthermore, it is easy to check that the polynomial hm is harmonic with respect
to the Euclidean metric (∆hm = 0), which implies that the origin is an isolated
critical point of hm.

Let us now consider polar coordinates (r, θ) ∈ R+ × S1 defined by (x1, x2) =
(r cos θ, r sin θ). As hm is harmonic, it readily follows that in these coordinates one
has hm(r, θ) = C0 r

m cos(mθ−θ0) for some constants C0 and θ0. There is obviously
no loss of generality in setting θ0 = 0. We define the polar blow up of the gradient
∇gG at 0 using polar coordinates as the vector field

X :=
1

C0mrm−2
∇gG =

1

C0mrm−2

(
∇hm +O(rm)

)
,

where we have used Eq. (2.2b). The blown-up integral curves of ∇gG are then
given by

ṙ = r cosmθ +O(r2) ,(2.3a)

θ̇ = − sinmθ +O(r) .(2.3b)

The blown-up critical points are thus (0, θk), with θk := kπ/m and k = 1, . . . , 2m.
The Jacobian matrix of X at (0, θk) is

(2.4) DX(0, θk) =

(
(−1)k 0

0 (−1)k+1

)
,

so these critical points are hyperbolic saddles. By blowing down, we immediately
find that a deleted neighborhood of 0 consists exactly of 2m hyperbolic sectors of
the vector field X.

Since the fieldX is proportional to the gradient field∇gG through a nonvanishing
factor, we conclude that the critical point of G is isolated, and we can compute its
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index using Bendixson’s formula for the index of a planar vector field [31]:

ind(0) = 1− number of hyperbolic sectors

2
= 1−m,

as claimed. �

Let us now focus on global aspects of the problem. Since (M, g) is a smooth
Riemannian surface of finite type, the uniformization theorem implies that there
is a compact surface Σ endowed with a metric of constant curvature ḡ, a certain
number λ1 > 0 of isolated points pi ∈ Σ and another number λ2 > 0 of topological
disks Di ⊂ Σ such that (M, g) is conformally isometric to the interior of

M := Σ\
( λ1⋃
i=1

{pi} ∪
λ2⋃
j=1

Dj

)
with the metric ḡ. Equivalently, there exists a diffeomorphism Φ : M → intM and
a smooth positive function f on M such that Φ∗ḡ = fg. Moreover, the boundaries
∂Di can be taken analytic without loss of generality. Denoting the genus of Σ by ν
and setting λ := λ1 + λ2 > 1, it is clear that the pair (ν, λ) determines the surface
M uniquely up to diffeomorphism.

In the following lemma we prove several basic properties of the Li–Tam Green’s
function G. In terms of the diffeomorphism Φ considered above, it is convenient to
introduce the notation G := G ◦ Φ−1 for the Green’s function on (the interior of)
M and use the notation ȳ := Φ(y) for the image of the pole of the Green’s function
under the aforementioned diffeomorphism. It should be noted too that obviously
Cr(G) = Φ−1(Cr(G)).

Lemma 2.3. The Green’s function has the following properties:

(i) G is positive if and only if λ2 > 1. In this case, G tends to zero at the
boundary of each disk ∂Dj. G can be extended so as to satisfy ∆ḡG = 0
in a neighborhood of each isolated point pi and each circle ∂Dj, and the

gradient ∇ḡG is orthogonal to (and nonzero at) ∂Dj.

(ii) If λ2 = 0, G tends to −∞ at, at least, one of the points pi, and satisfies the
equation ∆ḡG = 0 in a neighborhood of any point pj where G is bounded
from below.

(iii) G has a finite number of critical points in the interior of M\{ȳ}.

Proof. A short calculation using the conformal properties of the Laplacian in two
dimensions shows that G satisfies the equation

∆ḡG = −δȳ

in the interior of M . When the number λ2 of disks is at least 1, it is standard (for
example, due to the existence of bounded positive harmonic functions in the interior
of M [29]) that G is the minimal Green’s function of (M, g), which corresponds to
the unique solution G of the boundary problem

∆ḡG = −δȳ in Σ\
λ2⋃
j=1

Dj , G = 0 on ∂Dj for all j.
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Moreover, the fact that ḡ and ∂Dj are analytic ensures that G is analytic and
harmonic in a neighborhood of each circle ∂Dj .

When λ2 = 0, the function G satisfies the equation ∆ḡG = 0 but at the pole

ȳ and the isolated points pi. By property (i) of Li–Tam Green’s functions, G is
upper bounded at each point pi. If it is also lower bounded, it is standard that
pi is a removable singularity and ∆ḡG = 0 in a neighborhood of pi. If G is not

lower bounded, pi is an isolated singularity of G, and the fact that G is upper
bounded readily implies that ∆ḡG = ciδpi in a neighborhood of pi for some positive
constant ci. Hence

∆ḡG = −δȳ +

λ1∑
i=1

ci δpi

in the closed manifold Σ, so obviously
∑
i ci = 1.

Let us now prove that the number of critical points ofG is finite. As the boundary
∂Dj is analytic and G is positive (when λ2 > 0), by Hopf’s boundary point lemma

there is a neighborhood Uj of each disk Dj such that G does not have any critical

points in Uj . The boundary ∂Dj being a level curve of G, this ensures the gradient

∇ḡG is orthogonal to this set. If p denotes either an isolated point pi where G
tends to −∞ or the pole ȳ, the well known asymptotics

(2.5)
∣∣G(x) + Cp log distḡ(x, p)

∣∣+
∣∣∇ḡG(x) + Cp∇ḡ log distḡ(x, p)

∣∣
ḡ

= O(1) ,

for the Green’s function ensures that G does not have any critical points in a
neighborhood of p. Here Cp is to be interpreted as −ci/2π if p = pi and 1/2π if

p = ȳ. Since the critical points of G are isolated and cannot accumulate at the
isolated points pi where G is bounded due to the fact that G is harmonic at these
points and Lemma 2.2, it follows that G has a finite number of critical points, as
claimed. �

We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. In the proof we will assume that the
Green’s function G has been extended to the points pi where it is bounded and to
the circles ∂Dj as in Lemma 2.3.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let Dȳ be a small disk in M that contains the pole ȳ. For
concreteness, using the asymptotics for the Green’s function (2.5) we can assume

that the boundary of this disk is the level curve G
−1

(c0) for some large positive
constant c0. By construction, the gradient ∇ḡG is transverse (in fact, orthogonal)

to ∂Dȳ. By the asymptotics for the gradient (2.5) it is clear that G does not have
any critical points in the closure of Dȳ.

Suppose that the number λ2 of removed disks is at least one and consider the
manifold with boundary

Σ′ := Σ\
(
Dȳ ∪

λ2⋃
j=1

Dj

)
.

By item (i) in Lemma 2.3 the vector field ∇ḡG is smooth in Σ′ and transverse to

its boundary. Let us denote by z1, . . . , zN the critical points of G in M , which
are finite in number by item (iii) in Lemma 2.3. In addition to this, some of the
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isolated points pi can be critical points of G too; without loss of generality we can
order them so that these critical points are p1, . . . , pλ′1 with 0 6 λ′1 6 λ1.

If we now apply Hopf’s index theorem to the vector field ∇ḡG in the manifold
with boundary Σ′ and realize that in dimension 2 it does not matter whether the
vector field points inward or outward at the boundary, we get that the sum of the
indices of the zeros of ∇ḡG equals the Euler characteristic of Σ′:

N∑
k=1

ind(zk) +

λ′1∑
i=1

ind(pi) = χ(Σ′) .

Since χ(Σ′) can be readily shown to be 1 − 2ν − λ2 and the index of each critical
point is smaller than or equal to −1 by Lemma 2.2, we find

(2.6) −
N∑
k=1

ind(zk) = 2ν + λ2 − 1 +

λ′1∑
i=1

ind(pi) 6 2ν + λ2 − λ′1 − 1 6 2ν + λ− 1 .

This implies that N 6 2ν+λ−1, and the equality is not satisfied but perhaps when
ind(zk) = −1 for all k, that is, when G is Morse. (The fact that the critical point zk
is non-degenerate when ind(zk) = −1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2.)

Consider now the case where λ2 = 0. We have seen in item (ii) of Lemma 2.3
that there are some points pj where G tends to −∞, and that G is harmonic
at the other points pk. Among the points where the function is harmonic, some
can be critical points of G. Without loss of generality we can label these critical
points as p1, . . . , pλ′1 . Let λ′′1 be the number of points where G tends to −∞; for
concreteness, we can assume that these points are pλ′1+1, . . . , pλ′1+λ′′1

. Notice that
necessarily λ′′1 > 1.

As we did with the pole ȳ, let us take small disks Dpj containing the points pj ,
with λ′1 + 1 6 j 6 λ′1 +λ′′1 . As before, the boundary circles can be chosen as the λ′′1
components of the level curve G

−1
(−c0) for large enough c0. The asymptotics for

the Green’s function given by (2.5) ensures that G does not have any critical points
in the closure of these disks and ∇ḡG is transverse (and orthogonal by construction)
to the boundary ∂Dpj .

We can now apply Hopf’s index theorem to the vector field ∇ḡG in the manifold
with boundary

Σ′′ := Σ\
(
Dȳ ∪

λ′1+λ′′1⋃
j=λ′1+1

Dpj

)
.

The Euler characteristic of Σ′′ is 1 − 2ν − λ′′1 , so denoting the critical points of G
in M again by z1, . . . , zN and arguing as above one arrives at the inequality

−
N∑
k=1

ind(zk) = 2ν + λ′′1 − 1 +

λ′1∑
i=1

ind(pi) 6 2ν + λ′′1 − λ′1 − 1 6 2ν + λ− 1 .

This yields N 6 2ν+λ− 1, the inequality being saturated at most when ind(zk) =
−1 for all k (that is, when G is Morse). �

Remark 2.4. In addition to the proof of Theorem 2.1 presented above following [18],
a different, more visual proof of this result that hinges on the qualitative proper-
ties of the flow defined by the gradient of G can be found in [22]. In this second
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approach, the result follows from a more general heuristic principle, which infor-
mally asserts that M can be decomposed as the union of a topological disk D and
a (possibly disconnected) noncompact graph F , both of which consist of integral
curves of ∇G. The disk is the union of the pole y and the points of M whose
ω-limit along the flow of ∇G is y. The graph F consists of the critical points of G,
their stable components, and certain integral curves of ∇G that escape to infinity.
When suitably compactified, F is a connected graph that encodes the topology of
the surface, the rank of the first homology group of F being twice the genus of M .
The bounds for the number of critical points of the Green’s function stem from the
structure of the graph F .

2.3. Critical points in higher dimensions. It is remarkable that the picture is
completely different in higher dimensions. Indeed, in [18] we proved that on any
n-dimensional noncompact manifold M , n > 3, there exists a Riemannian metric g
whose Green’s function has an arbitrarily high number of critical points. It is worth
emphasizing that the way that we manage to control the critical points is precisely
by proving the existence of level sets of G of complicated topology and showing
that, in a precise sense, one can generically assume that the critical points of the
Green’s function are nondegenerate in a certain region of space. For simplicity, let
us state this result in the case where M is diffeomorphic to Rn:

Theorem 2.5. Given any integer N , there is a complete Riemannian metric g
on Rn, with n > 3, whose minimal Green’s function has at least N nondegenerate
critical points.

The key step of the proof of this result is to show that one can choose a metric on
Rn whose minimal Green’s function approximates the (Euclidean) Dirichlet Green’s
function of any fixed bounded domain. More precisely, given a bounded domain Ω
in Rn containing the point y, let us denote by GΩ its Dirichlet Green’s function
with a pole at the point y, which satisfies the equation

∆GΩ = −δy in Ω , GΩ|∂Ω = 0

with ∆ the ordinary Laplacian of Rn.

Lemma 2.6. Let Ω be a bounded domain of Rn with connected boundary. Given
a compact subset S of Ω\{y}, for any δ > 0 there is a complete conformally flat
metric g on Rn whose minimal Green’s function G tends to zero at infinity and
satisfies

‖G−GΩ‖C2(S) < δ .

To see that Lemma 2.6 leads to Theorem 2.5, one starts by proving that, by
perturbing the domain Ω a little if necessary, one can assume that the Green’s
function GΩ is Morse (that is, all its critical points are nondegenerate). This is not
hard to believe but the proof is not immediate. Since the gradient of GΩ points
inwards (and in particular it does not vanish) on the boundary of Ω by Hopf’s
boundary point lemma, one can apply Morse theory for manifolds with boundary
to the auxiliary C2 function f : Ω→ R defined by

f(x) :=

{
−1/(GΩ(x) + 1)2 if x 6= y ,

0 if x = y .
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It then follows that f has at least bp(Ω) critical points of index n − p, for all 0 6
p 6 n, where bp denotes the pth Betti number. It is a straightforward computation
that all the critical points of f other than y are also critical points of GΩ and they
have the same Morse indices. Since any C2-small perturbation of a Morse function
is Morse and has the same number of critical points, to prove Theorem 2.5 it is
then enough to apply the statement of Lemma 2.6, for instance, to a domain Ω in
Rn whose boundary is the connected sum of N copies of S1× Sn−2, for in this case
its first Betti number is b1(Ω) = N .

To prove Lemma 2.6 we take, for any positive integer j, a smooth function
ϕj : Rn → [1,∞) such that ϕj(x) = 1 if x ∈ Ω and ϕj(x) = j if dist(x,Ω) > 1

j .

Let us now define the conformally flat metrics gj := ϕjg0 on Rn, where g0 denotes
the Euclidean metric. As the metric is flat outside a compact set, it can be proved
that there is a unique minimal Green’s function Gj with a pole at a point y. For
simplicity of notation, let us choose the origin of coordinates so that y = 0. The
idea now is that, as the metric is very large outside Ω, the Green’s function tends
to zero outside Ω, so it tends to GΩ as j → ∞. The way we make this precise is
via the variational formulation of the problem, the interested reader can consult a
detailed proof in [18].

We finish this section with the following corollary, which is a straightforward
consequence of Lemma 2.6. It shows that the level sets of a minimal Green’s
function on a conformally flat Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 3 can exhibit
any compact topology.

Corollary 2.7. Let Σ ⊂ Rn be a compact, codimension one submanifold without
boundary of class C∞, and let y be a point in the domain bounded by Σ. Then, there
exists a complete conformally flat Riemannian manifold (Rn, g) whose minimal
Green’s function with pole y tends to zero at infinity and has a level set diffeomorphic
to Σ. The diffeomorphism is as close to the identity as one wishes.

Remark 2.8. An analogous theorem holds in the context of low-energy eigenfunc-
tions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a compact Riemannian manifold M of
dimension n > 3. More precisely, in [21] we proved that, for any compact, codi-
mension one submanifold Σ ⊂ M separating and without boundary, there exists a
metric g on M such that its first nontrivial eigenvalue is simple and the nodal set of
the corresponding eigenfunction is diffeomorphic to Σ. We say that a submanifold
Σ is separating if its complement M\Σ is the union of two disjoint open sets. This
result is valid even for metrics within a conformal class and with fixed volume [15].

3. General strategy and two technical tools: Thom’s isotopy
theorem and a Runge-type global approximation theorem

In Section 2, Corollary 2.7, we constructed metrics on any noncompact manifold
of dimension n > 3 whose minimal Green’s functions have a level set of prescribed
topology. A change in the metric is a change in the coefficients of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator, so we play with a lot of freedom: we are changing the equation.

The questions stated in Section 1 are of a totally different nature. For concrete-
ness, in this section we shall focus on the Helmholtz equation ∆u + u = 0 in Rn.
The equation (and in particular the metric) is fixed and the freedom is the space of
solutions to the equation (which is infinite dimensional). The problem is then how
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flexible/rigid the solutions to the Helmholtz equation are regarding the topology of
their level sets:

Question 4. Let Σ be a codimension one compact submanifold of Rn (without
boundary and orientable). Is there a solution u to the Helmholtz equation ∆u+u = 0
in Rn and a diffeomorphism Φ : Rn → Rn such that Φ(Σ) is a connected component
of the nodal set u−1(0)?.

The key point in this question is that u is a solution to the PDE in the whole
space. Indeed, for any analytic hypersurface Σ of Rn, one has Σ = v−1(0) for
some function satisfying ∆v + v = 0 in a neighborhood of Σ (it is enough to take
v as the local solution, given by the Cauchy–Kowalewski theorem, to the problem
∆v + v = 0, v|Σ = 0, ∂νv|Σ = 1), but this function v cannot be generally extended
as a global solution to the Helmholtz equation.

Remark 3.1. It is essential to allow the level sets to be realized only modulo dif-
feomorphism: for example, it is known [24] that the curves x2 = xs1, which are all
diffeomorphic for any integer s > 1, can be a connected component of the zero level
set of a harmonic function in R2 if and only if s = 1 or s = 2.

In [17] and [19] we introduced a new strategy to address this problem (and anal-
ogous questions for other, not necessarily elliptic, PDEs). The basic strategy to
construct a solution to a PDE such that a hypersurface Σ is diffeomorphic to a
connected component of one of its level sets is the following. We first construct a
function v that satisfies the equation in a neighborhood of Σ and has a level set
diffeomorphic to Σ. This can be done e.g. using the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem
or an appropriately chosen boundary value problem. Second, we will approximate
this local solution v by a global solution u using a Runge-type global approximation
theorem. Hence, the key for the success of this strategy is to be able to ensure that
the level set of the local solution is “robust” in the sense that it is preserved, up to a
diffeomorphism, under the perturbation corresponding to the above global approx-
imation. This structural stability can be accomplished using Thom’s celebrated
isotopy theorem if the level sets are compact. In view of this, the local solution v
must be constructed in such a way that the above stability condition holds.

3.1. Thom’s isotopy theorem. When the level sets of a function are compact,
their structural stability under small perturbations is granted by Thom’s isotopy
theorem [33, 1]. This result provides a sufficient condition in order that a connected
component Σ of the level set v−1(c) of a smooth function v be preserved, up to a
diffeomorphism, by Ck-small perturbations of v. The condition is that the gradient
∇v does not vanish at any point of Σ. In general, if v = (v1, · · · , vm) is a smooth
map Rn → Rm, with n > m, Thom’s isotopy theorem reads as follows:

Theorem 3.2. Let v : Rn → Rm be a smooth map, and consider a compact
connected component Σ of the level set v−1(c). Suppose that

(3.1) rank (∇v1, · · · ,∇vm)|Σ = m.

Then, for any ε > 0, there exists some δ > 0 such that for any smooth map
u : Rn → Rm with ‖u− v‖Ck(U) < δ (k > 1), where U is a neighborhood of Σ, one
can transform Σ by a diffeomorphism Φ of Rn so that Φ(Σ) is the intersection of
the level set u−1(c) with U . Moreover, the diffeomorphism Φ only differs from the
identity in a proper subset of U and satisfies ‖Φ− id‖Ck(Rn) < ε.
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This theorem establishes the structural stability of the compact (connected com-
ponents of the) level sets of a smooth function v that are regular in the sense of
condition (3.1). In light of the strategy presented above to prescribe the topology
of the level sets of a solution to the Helmholtz equation, this result is useful not
only to preserve the topology when applying the Runge-type global approximation
theorem (which implies a Ck-small perturbation of the local solution v), but also
to deform slightly the hypersurface Σ in order to make it a real analytic subman-
ifold, which is a convenient setting if one wants to apply the Cauchy-Kowalewski
theorem. Let us elaborate on this point.

Given a compact submanifold Σ of codimension m < n (orientable and without
boundary), we claim that there exists a C∞ diffeomorphism Φ : Rn → Rn such
that Φ(Σ) is a real analytic submanifold of Rn and, Φ is Ck-close to the identity.
Indeed, for simplicity, and because it covers all the cases that we shall consider in
these notes, we can assume that the normal bundle of Σ is trivial, which amounts
to saying that there exists a smooth map f : Rn → Rm such that Σ is a connected
component of a regular level set of f . Whitney’s approximation theorem then
enables us to take a Cω map g : Rn → Rm which is Ck-close to f . We can now
apply Theorem 3.2 to derive the existence of the desired smooth diffeomorphisms
Φ, as we wanted to show.

Although in these notes we will only deal with compact level sets, let us briefly
comment on the noncompact case, which arises when studying the level sets of
harmonic functions. The problem of the structural stability is much subtler. In this
case, the condition ∇v|Σ 6= 0 is not enough for the stability. Instead, the function
v must satisfy that the infimum of |∇v| is positive in a saturated neighborhood of
Σ (roughly speaking, in v−1((c− ε, c+ ε))), and a Ck bound. This extension of the
classical Thom’s isotopy theorem was proved in [19].

3.2. A Runge-type global approximation theorem for the Helmholtz equa-
tion with optimal decay at infinity. The last ingredient in the strategy ex-
plained above is an approximation theorem that allows us to approximate the local
solution v by a global solution in a certain neighborhood of the hypersurface Σ.
This approximation must be small in the Ck norm in order to apply Thom’s isotopy
theorem. We say that this result is a Runge-type theorem because it generalizes
the classical theorem of Runge in complex analysis ensuring that a holomorphic
function defined in a compact set K, whose complement C\K is connected, can
be approximated (in the Ck norm) by a global holomorphic function. The precise
statement regarding solutions to the Helmholtz equation is the following. As usual,
we say that a function satisfies a PDE in a compact set K if it satisfies the equation
in an open set containing K.

Theorem 3.3. Let v be a solution to the Helmholtz equation ∆v+ v = 0 in a com-
pact set K ⊂ Rn, not necessarily connected. Suppose that the complement Rn\K is
connected. Then there is a function u, satisfying the Helmholtz equation ∆u+u = 0

in Rn, which falls off at infinity as |Dαu(x)| < Cα|x|
1−n
2 for any multiindex α, and

approximates the local solution v in the Ck norm as ‖u − v‖Ck(K) < δ. Here δ is
any positive constant.

In the proof of this theorem we shall make use of the following function:

(3.2) G(x) := β |x|1−n
2 Yn

2−1(|x|) ,
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where Yn
2−1 denotes the Bessel function of the second kind and we have set

β :=
21−n

2 π

|Sn−1|Γ(n2 − 1)
,

with |Sn−1| the area of the unit (n − 1)-sphere and Γ the Gamma function. A
simple computation in spherical coordinates shows that ∆G + G = 0 everywhere
but at the origin and the asymptotics for Bessel functions shows that

G(x) = − 1

|Sn−1| |x|n−2
+O(|x|3−n)

as x→ 0. It then follows that G is a Green’s function (with pole at the origin) for
the Helmholtz equation, so if f is, say, a Schwartz function on Rn the convolution
G ∗ f satisfies

∆(G ∗ f) +G ∗ f = f .

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let N be an open neighborhood of K where v satisfies the
Helmholtz equation ∆v + v = 0. Our goal is to construct a solution u of the
Helmholtz equation in Rn that approximates v in the set K. To this end, let us
take a smooth function χ : Rn → R that is equal to 1 in a narrow neighborhood
of K and is identically zero outside N .

We can now define a smooth function u1 on Rn by setting u1 := χv. Here we
are assuming that u1 := 0 outside N .

Let us now write

u1 = u′1 + h

with

(3.3) u′1(x) =

∫
Rn

G(x− y) f(y) dy ,

where f is the compactly supported function f := ∆u1 + u1 and G is the Green’s
function (3.2). By construction, h satisfies the homogeneous Helmholtz equation

∆h+ h = 0 .

The support of the function f is obviously contained in the open set N\K.
Therefore, an easy continuity argument ensures that one can approximate the in-
tegral (3.3) uniformly in the compact set K by a finite Riemann sum of the form

(3.4) u2(x) :=

M∑
n=1

cnG(x− xn) .

Specifically, it is standard that for any δ > 0 there is a large integer M , real
numbers cn and points xn ∈ N\K such that the finite sum (3.4) satisfies

(3.5) ‖u′1 − u2‖C0(K) < δ .

Let us now take a large ball BR containing the closure of the set N . We shall
next show that there is a finite number of points {x′n}M

′

n=1 in Rn\BR and constants
c′n such that the finite linear combination

(3.6) u3(x) :=

M ′∑
n=1

c′nG(x− x′n)
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approximates the function u2 uniformly in K:

(3.7) ‖u2 − u3‖C0(K) < δ .

Here δ is the same arbitrarily small constant as above.

Consider the space V of all finite linear combinations of the form (3.6) where x′n
can be any point in Rn\BR and the constants c′n take arbitrary values. Restricting
these functions to the set K, V can be regarded as a subspace of the Banach space
C0(K) of continuous functions on K.

By the Riesz–Markov theorem, the dual of C0(K) is the space M(K) of the
finite signed Borel measures on Rn whose support is contained in the set K. Let us
take any measure µ ∈ M(K) such that

∫
Rn f dµ = 0 for all f ∈ V. We now define

a function F ∈ L1
loc(Rn) as

F (x) :=

∫
Rd

G(x− x′) dµ(x′) ,

so that F satisfies, in the sense of distributions, the equation

∆F + F = µ .

Notice that F is identically zero on Rn\BR by the definition of the measure µ and
that F satisfies the elliptic equation

∆F + F = 0

in Rn\K, so F is analytic in this set. Hence, since Rn\K is connected by assump-
tion, and contains the set Rn\BR, by analyticity the function F must vanish on the
complement of K. It then follows that the measure µ also annihilates the function
G(· − y) with y 6∈ K because

0 = F (y) =

∫
Rn

G(y − x′) dµ(x′) .

Therefore ∫
Rn

u2 dµ = 0 ,

which implies that u2 can be uniformly approximated on K by elements of the
subspace V, due to the Hahn–Banach theorem. Accordingly, there is a finite set of
points {x′n}M

′

n=1 in Rn\BR and reals c′n such that the function u3 defined by (3.6)
satisfies the estimate (3.7).

To complete the proof of the theorem, notice that the function

u4 := u3 + h

satisfies the equation

(3.8) ∆u4 + u4 = 0

in the ball BR, whose interior contains K. Let us take hyperspherical coordinates
r := |x| and ω := x/|x| ∈ Sn−1 in BR. Expanding the function u4 (with respect
to the angular variables) in a series of spherical harmonics and using Eq. (3.8), we
immediately obtain that u4 can be written in the ball as a Fourier–Bessel series of
the form

u4 =

∞∑
l=0

∑
m∈Il

clm jl(r)Ylm(ω) ,
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where jl denotes an n-dimensional hyperspherical Bessel function, Ylm are spherical
harmonics on Sn−1 and Il is a finite set that depends on l and whose explicit
expression will not be needed here.

Since the above series converges in L2(BR), for any δ > 0 there is an integer l0
such that the finite sum

(3.9) u :=

l0∑
l=0

∑
m∈Il

clm jl(r)Ylm(ω)

approximates the function u4 in an L2 sense:

(3.10) ‖u− u4‖L2(BR) < δ .

By the properties of Bessel functions, u is smooth in Rn, falls off as

|Dαu(x)| < Cα|x|
1−n
2

at infinity for any multiindex α and satisfies the Helmholtz equation

(3.11) ∆u+ u = 0

in the whole space.

Given any R′ < R large enough for the set K to be contained in the ball BR′ ,
standard elliptic estimates allow us to pass from the L2 bound (3.10) to a uniform
estimate

‖u− u4‖C0(BR′ )
< Cδ .

From this inequality and the bounds (3.5) and (3.7) we infer

(3.12) ‖u− v‖C0(K) = ‖u− u1‖C0(K) < Cδ .

Moreover, since v satisfies the Helmholtz equation in a neighborhood of the compact
set K, standard elliptic estimates again imply that the uniform estimate (3.12) can
be promoted to the Ck bound

(3.13) ‖u− v‖Ck(K) < Cδ ,

as we wanted to show. �

Remark 3.4. The decay |Dαu(x)| < Cα|x|
1−n
2 as |x| → ∞ is sharp. This is an im-

provement with respect to other Runge-type global approximation theorems for el-
liptic PDEs, where the growth at infinity of the global solutions is not controlled [5].
In particular, there are no finite energy (i.e. square-integrable) solutions to the
Helmholtz equation.

4. Monochromatic waves: nodal sets of solutions to the Helmholtz
equation

The solutions to the Helmholtz equation in Euclidean space are usually called
monochromatic waves. In this section we use the strategy and techniques introduced
in Section 3 to answer affirmatively Question 4. Actually, we will prove a result
that is considerably more general than this question, as it applies to an arbitrary
number of hypersurfaces. There is, however, a topological condition that we must
impose on these hypersurfaces, which is described in the following
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Definition 4.1. Let Σ1, . . . ,Σd be compact smooth orientable codimension one
submanifolds without boundary of Rn. We will say that they are not linked if there
are d pairwise disjoint contractible sets S1, . . . , Sd such that each submanifold Σi
is contained in Si.

We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section. Notice
that the proof of the theorem provides a satisfactory description of the structure of
the diffeomorphism Φ, as noted in Remark 4.3 below. Observe that, of course, for
d = 1 the condition that the hypersurface be not linked is empty, as it is satisfied
trivially. Let us recall that a (connected component of a) level set Σ ⊂ u−1(0)
of a function u is structurally stable if there is some ε > 0 such that if u′ is a
function with ‖u−u′‖Ck < ε, then the level set u′−1(0) has a connected component
diffeomorphic to Σ (the diffeomorphism is Ck-close to the identity).

Theorem 4.2. Let Σ1, . . . ,Σd be compact orientable codimension one submani-
folds without boundary of Rn that are not linked, with n > 3. Then there is a
monochromatic wave, i.e. a function u satisfying the Helmholtz equation

∆u+ u = 0

in Rn, and a diffeomorphism Φ of Rn such that Φ(Σ1), · · · ,Φ(Σd) are structurally
stable connected components of the zero set u−1(0). Furthermore, u falls off at

infinity as |Dαu(x)| < Cα|x|
1−n
2 for any multiindex α.

Proof. As shown in Section 3.1, an easy application of Whitney’s approximation
theorem ensures that, by perturbing the hypersurfaces Σi a little if necessary, we can
assume that Σi is a real analytic hypersurface of Rn. The fact that the hypersurfaces
are not linked allow us now to rescale and translate them so that the (unique)
precompact domains Ωi that are bounded by each rescaled and translated real-
analytic hypersurface, which we will call Σ′i := ∂Ωi, are pairwise disjoint and their
first Dirichlet eigenvalue λ1(Ωi) is 1. It is obvious that there is a diffeomorphism
Φ′ : Rn → Rn such that Φ′(Σi) = Σ′i.

The first eigenvalue λ1(Ωi) is always simple, so there is a unique eigenfunction
ψi, modulo a multiplicative constant, that satisfies the eigenvalue equation

∆ψi + ψi = 0 in Ωi , ψi|Σ′i = 0 .

We can choose ψi so that it is positive in Ωi.

Hopf’s boundary point lemma shows that the gradient of ψi does not vanish
on Σ′i:

(4.1) min
x∈Σ′i

|∇ψi(x)| > 0 .

Furthermore, as the hypersurface Σ′i is analytic, it is standard that ψi is analytic
in an open neighborhood Ni of the closure Ωi.

Our goal is to construct a solution u of the Helmholtz equation in Rn that
approximates each function ψi in the set Ωi. To this end, we define the compact
set K

K :=

d⋃
i=1

Ωi ,
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and the function v in K as

v = ψi in Ωi .

Since v satisfies the Helmholtz equation ∆v + v = 0 in the neighborhood

N :=

d⋃
i=1

Ni

of K, and the complement of K is connected, the global approximation theorem 3.3
implies that there is a function u satisfying the Helmholtz equation ∆u+ u = 0 in
Rn such that

(4.2) ‖u− v‖Ck(K) < δ .

Finally, since Σ′1∪· · ·∪Σ′d is a union of components of the nodal set of v and the
gradient of v does not vanish on these hypersurfaces by (4.1), the estimate (4.2)
and a direct application of Thom’s isotopy theorem 3.2 imply that there is a dif-
feomorphism Φ′′ of Rn such that

(4.3) Φ′′(Σ′1 ∪ · · · ∪ Σ′d)

is a union of components of the zero set u−1(0). Moreover, the diffeomorphism Φ′′

is Ck-close to the identity. Then, the diffeomorphism Φ := Φ′′ ◦ Φ′ transforms the
hypersurfaces Σi onto a union of connected components of the nodal set of u, as
we wanted to prove. �

Remark 4.3. It follows from the proof that there is a diffeomorphism Φ′, which
is the composition of translations and rescalings, and a diffeomorphism Φ′′ with
‖Φ′′ − id‖Ck(Rn) arbitrarily small such that

Φ(Σi) = (Φ′′ ◦ Φ′)(Σi) .

In particular, if d = 1 the diffeomorphism Φ can be assumed to be an ε-rescaling
(i.e. the composition of a rescaling with a diffeomorphism ε-close to the identity).

5. Emergence of knotted structures in high-energy eigenfunctions:
Berry’s conjecture

In this section we will explore the emergence of topological structures in spectral
theory. In contrast to monochromatic waves, which are not squared-integrable, here
we will be interested in high-energy L2-eigenfunctions of Schrödinger operators in
Rn. The man difficulty in this setting is that we lack of a global approximation
theorem like Theorem 3.3. This is not just a technical issue, but a fundamental ob-
struction in any Runge-type global approximation theorem: for a fixed eigenvalue,
the space of L2-eigenfunctions of a Schrödinger operator is too small. However, as
we shall see, the analysis we made in Section 4 of the nodal set of monochromatic
waves will be key in this setting because the Helmholtz equation arises, as a rescaled
limit, from any well-behaved eigenvalue problem.

To be precise in our analysis of high energy eigenfunctions, we will discuss a
conjecture of Sir Michael Berry [4] concerning the nodal set of eigenfunctions of
Schrödinger operators in R3. In his paper, Berry constructs eigenfunctions of the
hydrogen atom in R3 whose nodal set contains a certain torus knot as a connected
component (we recall that a knot is a closed curve smoothly embedded in R3).
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Figure 3. Berry’s conjecture involves showing that there are high-
energy eigenfunctions ψ of the harmonic oscillator realizing an ar-
bitrary link (e.g. the trefoil knot or the Borromean rings depicted
above) in their nodal set ψ−1(0).

He then raises the question as to whether there exist eigenfunctions of a quantum
system whose nodal set has components with higher order linking, as in the case
of the Borromean rings, see Fig. 3. It is worth mentioning [4, 28] that a physical
motivation to study the nodal set of a quantum system is that it is the locus
of destructive interference of the wave function. It is related to the existence of
singularities (often called dislocations) of the phase Im(logψ) and of vortices in
the current field Im(ψ∇ψ). The existence of knotted structures of this type in
physical models, especially in optics and in fluid mechanics, has recently attracted
considerable attention, both from the theoretical [17, 20] and experimental [9, 27]
viewpoints.

One can indeed solve these problems of Berry by showing [13] that any finite link
(i.e., any finite collection of pairwise disjoint knots) can be realized as a collection
of connected components of the nodal set of a high-energy eigenfunction of the
harmonic oscillator. We recall that the eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator
are the H1 functions ψ satisfying the equation

(5.1) −∆ψ + |x|2ψ = λψ

in R3. It is well-known that the eigenvalues are of the form

λ = 2N + 3 ,

with N a nonnegative integer, and that the degeneracy of the corresponding eigen-
space is 1

2 (N + 1)(N + 2).

The idea of using high-energy eigenfunctions to construct solutions exhibiting
complicated topological structures was first introduced in [16] where we constructed
high-energy Beltrami fields on some compact manifolds with vortex lines and vortex
tubes of arbitrary link type. The result that ensures that there are high-energy
eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator whose nodal set contains a knot of any
fixed topology can be stated as follows:

Theorem 5.1. Let L be any finite link in R3. Then, for any large enough N there
is a complex-valued eigenfunction ψ of the harmonic oscillator with eigenvalue λ =
2N +3 whose nodal set ψ−1(0) has a subset of connected components diffeomorphic
to L.
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Remark 5.2. It follows from the proof that the linked components of the nodal
set that we construct are actually contained in a small ball whose radius is of
order λ−1/2. These components are structurally stable in the sense that any small
enough perturbation of the corresponding eigenfunction (in the Ck norm with k >
1) still has connected components in the nodal set that are diffeomorphic to the
knot or link under consideration.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. The key idea is that, following the same arguments as in the
proof of Theorem 4.2, one can show that there are complex-valued solutions to the
Helmholtz equation

∆ϕ+ ϕ = 0

in R3 such that the link L is a union of connected components of the nodal set
ϕ−1(0), up to a diffeomorphism. This is pertinent to the study of the eigenvalues
of the harmonic oscillator because, in balls of radius λ−1/2, the high-energy asymp-
totics of the eigenfunctions are determined by the Helmholtz equation. Heuris-
tically, one can understand why this is true by introducing the rescaled variable
x̃ := λ1/2 x, in terms of which Eq. (5.1) is read as

∆x̃ψ + ψ =
|x̃|2 ψ
λ2

.

The way to make this precise is by computing the high-order asymptotics of the
Laguerre polynomials, which govern the radial part of the eigenfunctions of the
harmonic oscillator. Going over the fine details we will see that the accidental
degeneracy of the eigenvalues of the harmonic oscillator is an essential ingredient of
the proof too, essentially because it ensures the existence of families of isoenergetic
eigenfunctions with a rich behavior in the angular variables.

Since the proof is not overly technical, we shall next give an indication of how
the details can be carried out. Let us begin by fixing an orthogonal basis of eigen-
functions associated with the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, which we will write
in spherical coordinates as

(5.2) ψklm := e−
r2

2 rl L
l+ 1

2

k (r2)Ylm(θ, φ) .

Here we are using the standard notation for the Laguerre polynomials and the
spherical harmonics, the indices of the eigenfunctions range over the set

k > 0 , l > 0 , −l 6 m 6 l
and the eigenvalue corresponding to ψklm is

λkl := 4k + 2l + 3 .

Notice that the eigenvalue is independent of m.

It is classical that the behavior of the eigenfunction ψklm for large values of k is

(5.3) ψklm(x) = Akl
[
jl(
√
λkl r) +O( 1

k )
]
Ylm(θ, φ) ,

where jl is the spherical Bessel function and Akl are constants. A useful fact about
this expansion is that it only involves Bessel functions, which are solutions to the
Helmholtz equation. In fact, the global solution we obtained in the proof of the
approximation Theorem 3.3 for the Helmholtz equation is given by a finite series
of spherical Bessel functions and spherical harmonics, cf. Eq. (3.9). A modification
of the proof of Theorem 4.2 then allows us to construct complex-valued solutions
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to the Helmholtz equation in R3 whose zero set has a set of connected components
diffeomorphic to the link L. An important additional technical property is that one
can choose this global solution to be even:

Lemma 5.3. There are finitely many complex numbers clm such that the complex-
valued function (which is a solution to the Helmholtz equation in R3)

ϕ :=

l0∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

clm jl(r)Ylm(θ, φ)

has the following properties:

(i) The zero set ϕ−1(0) has a union of connected components diffeomorphic
to L which is structurally stable under C1-small perturbations of ϕ.

(ii) The function ϕ is even, so clm = 0 for all odd l.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.2, the
main modification being the way we construct the local solution of the Helmholtz
equation in a neighborhood of the link L. The idea is the following (for simplicity
we shall assume that L has one connected component). It is not hard to prove that,
up to diffeomorphism, L is the transverse intersection of two real analytic surfaces
Σ1 and Σ2. We then can consider the following Cauchy problems, with j = 1, 2:

∆vj + vj = 0 , vj |Σj
= 0 , ∂νvj |Σj

= 1 .

Here ∂ν denotes a normal derivative at the corresponding surface. The Cauchy–
Kowalewski theorem then grants the existence of solutions vj to this Cauchy prob-
lem in the closure of small neighborhoods Vj of each surface Σj . Now we take the
tubular neighborhood V := V1 ∩ V2 of L and define a complex-valued function ϕ̂
on the set V as

ϕ̂ := v1 + iv2 .

It is clear from the construction that ϕ̂ satisfies the Helmholtz equation ∆ϕ̂+ ϕ̂ = 0
in V and its nodal set is precisely L. Moreover, the intersection of the zero sets of
the real and imaginary parts of ϕ̂ on L is transverse, i.e.,

rank(∇Re ϕ̂(x),∇ Im ϕ̂(x)) = 2

for all x ∈ L. Thom’s isotopy Theorem 3.2 then implies that the nodal set L of
ϕ̂ is structurally stable under C1-small perturbations. The lemma then follows
applying Theorem 3.3 to the real and imaginary parts of ϕ̂ to obtain a complex-
valued solution ϕ of the Helmholtz equation in R3, of the type claimed in the
statement, approximating ϕ̂ in the set V . A minor modification of this method
using the mirror map x 7→ −x allows us to construct a function ϕ that is even. �

To exploit this lemma, let us take a large integer k̂ that will be fixed later. For

each even integer l smaller than 2k̂ we set

(5.4) k̂l := k̂ − l

2
,

so that the eigenvalue

(5.5) λ := λk̂ll = 4k̂ + 3
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does not depend on the choice of l. The desired eigenfunction ψ of the harmonic
oscillator can then be derived from the function ϕ constructed in Lemma 5.3 by
setting

ψ :=

l0∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

clm
Ak̂ll

ψk̂llm

for a large enough number k̂. Notice that, by construction, ψ is a smooth complex-

valued eigenfunction of the harmonic oscillator with eigenvalue λ = 4k̂ + 3, and

that we have used that clm = 0 for odd l because the number k̂l is an integer only
for even l.

Using the asymptotics (5.3) it is not hard to show that for any δ > 0 one can

choose k̂ large enough so that

(5.6)

∥∥∥∥ψ( ·√λ
)
− ϕ(·)

∥∥∥∥
C1(B)

< δ .

Lemma 5.3 then ensures that, if δ is small enough, the function ψ(·/
√
λ) has a

collection of connected components in its nodal set {ψ(·/
√
λ) = 0} diffeomorphic

to L, so the theorem follows. �

It is worth emphasizing that the key point of the proof is not exactly that
the eigenvalue is very high, but rather that it is very degenerate and that the
corresponding eigenfunctions have a very rich behavior in the angular variables.
Consequently, one can prove a similar result for highly excited states of the hydrogen
atom [14], which was the original context that Berry considered. We recall that the
eigenfunctions of the hydrogen atom satisfy the equation

(5.7)

(
∆ +

2

|x|
+ λ

)
ψ = 0,

in R3. The eigenvalues are given by

λn := − 1

n2
,

where n is a positive integer, and the corresponding eigenfunctions are given, with
0 6 l 6 n− 1 and −l 6 m 6 l, by

ψnlm := e−r/n rl L2l+1
n−l−1

(2r

n

)
Ylm(θ, φ) ,

where Lαν are the Laguerre polynomials.

The result for the hydrogen atom can be stated as follows:

Theorem 5.4. Let L be any finite link in R3. Then, for any Coulomb eigenvalue
with energy λn close enough to zero, there exist a complex-valued eigenfunction ψ
of energy λn whose nodal set ψ−1(0) has a union of connected components diffeo-
morphic to L.

A key difficulty here, which does not appear in the case of the harmonic oscillator,
concerns estimates for the Green’s function of the Coulomb Hamiltonian with zero
energy, ∆ + 2/|x|.
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6. The linear regime of nonlinear equations: nodal sets of the
Allen–Cahn equation

While in Section 4 we decided to restrict our attention to monochromatic waves
on Rn (solutions to the Helmholtz equation) to keep statements as simple as pos-
sible, it is clear that the results can be extended to significantly wider classes of
equations. Specifically, in Reference [19] it is discussed to which extent these re-
sults remain valid for more general second-order linear elliptic PDEs. Our concern
in this section will be to show how these methods can be used to study nonlinear
equations, as long as one stays in the linear regime.

To illustrate the idea, we will consider the paradigmatic case of the Allen–Cahn
equation in Rn:

∆u+ u− u3 = 0 .

In this context, the basic question that we will discuss in this section is the following:

Question 5. Let Σ be a codimension one compact submanifold of Rn (without
boundary and orientable). Is there a solution to the Allen–Cahn equation on Rn
with (a connected component of) a level set diffeomorphic to Σ?

Before getting into the heart of the matter, it is worth recalling that the study
of the level sets of solutions to the Allen–Cahn equation has attracted much at-
tention, especially due to De Giorgi’s 1978 conjecture that all the level sets of any
solution to the Allen–Cahn equation in Rn that is monotone in one direction must
be hyperplanes for n 6 8. This is a natural counterpart of the Bernstein problem
for minimal hypersurfaces, which asserts that any minimal graph in Rn must be a
hyperplane provided that n 6 8. Ghoussoub–Ghi and Ambrosio–Cabré proved De
Giorgi’s conjecture for n = 2, 3 [25, 3], and the work of Savin [32] showed that it is
also true for 4 6 n 6 8 under a natural technical assumption. Del Pino, Kowalczyk
and Wei [10] employed the Bombieri–De Giorgi–Giusti hypersurface to show that
the statement of De Giorgi’s conjeture does not hold for n > 9.

The analysis and possible classification of bounded entire solutions to the Allen–
Cahn equation is an important open problem where the Morse index of the solu-
tion u (that is, the maximal dimension of a vector space V ⊂ C∞0 (Rd) such that∫

Rd

(
|∇v|2 − v2 + 3u2v2) dx < 0

for all nonzero v ∈ V ) plays a key role. Generally speaking, it is expected [11, 12]
that the condition that the Morse index of the solution be finite should play a similar
role as the finite total curvature assumption in the study of minimal hypersurfaces
in Euclidean spaces. In particular, it is well known that there are many infinite-
index solutions to the Allen–Cahn equation [8, 6], and this abundance of solutions
should translate into a wealth of possible level sets.

We shall next show how one can use ideas related to the matters discussed
in Sections 3 and 4 to explore the flexibility of bounded entire solutions to the
Allen–Cahn equation of infinite index, proving, in particular, a positive answer to
Question 5 [23]:
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Theorem 6.1. Let Σ be any compact orientable codimension one submanifold with-
out boundary of Rn, with n > 4. Then there is an entire solution u of the Allen–

Cahn equation in Rn, which falls off at infinity as |u(x)| < C|x| 1−n
2 , such that its

nodal set u−1(0) has a structurally stable connected component diffeomorphic to Σ.

Sketch of the proof. The result hinges on two key lemmas. The first one concerns
the linearization of the Allen–Cahn equation at 0, that is, the Helmholtz equation.
Specifically, in the particular case that d = 1 in Theorem 4.2, we have the following:

Lemma 6.2. There is a function w satisfying the Helmholtz equation

∆w + w = 0

in Rn and a diffeomorphism Ψ of Rn such that Ψ(Σ) is a structurally stable con-
nected component of the zero set w−1(0). Furthermore, w falls off at infinity as

|Djw(x)| < Cj(1 + |x|) 1−n
2 for any j.

To pass from the Helmholtz equation to the Allen–Cahn equation one resorts to
an iterative procedure. To set the iteration we shall use the fundamental solution
G of the Helmholtz equation introduced in Eq. (3.2).

Using the function G, the iterative scheme can then be assumed to be

u0 := δw ,

uj+1 := δw +G ∗ (u3
j ) ,(6.1)

where w is the above solution to the Helmholtz equation and δ is some small positive
constant that will be fixed later. One can prove that, if δ is small enough, then
uj converges as j → ∞ to some function u in the weighted space Ckn−1

2

(Rn) of

functions whose norm

‖u‖k,n−1
2

:= max
|α|6k

sup
x∈Rn

∣∣(1 + |x|)
n−1
2 ∂αu(x)

∣∣
is finite. Here k > 2 is any integer. The function u must then satisfy

u = δw +G ∗ (u3) ,

so in particular we infer that

∆u+ u− u3 = 0

by applying the Helmholtz operator to the above identity.

To prove the convergence of the iteration, one needs to use the sharp fall off
of the function w at infinity and the following lemma, which provides a weighted
estimate for convolutions with the fundamental solution G:

Lemma 6.3. For any v ∈ Ckn−1
2

(Rn), one has the estimate

‖G ∗ (v3)‖k,n−1
2
6 C‖v‖3

k,n−1
2

.

Once that one has established the converge of the iteration, the rest of the
argument is easy. Indeed, it readily follows that the solution to the Allen–Cahn
equation must satisfy the bounds

‖u‖k,n−1
2
6 Cδ
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and∥∥∥∥w − u

δ

∥∥∥∥
k,n−1

2

=
1

δ
‖δw − u‖k,n−1

2
=

1

δ
‖G ∗ (u3)‖k,n−1

2
6
C

δ
‖u‖3

k,n−1
2

6 Cδ2 .

Since the nodal sets of u and u/δ obviously coincide, a moment’s thought shows that
the fact that the nodal set w−1(0) has a structurally stable connected component
diffeomorphic to Σ implies that, for small enough δ the nodal set u−1(0) must also
have a connected component that is diffeomorphic to Σ and structurally stable.
The theorem then follows. �
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